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1. Introduction

A swirl motion of a cylindrical bath agitated by bottom
gas injection occurs under a certain blowing condition due
to a hydrodynamic instability.1–7) There appear two types of
swirl motions depending on the aspect ratio of the bath, As

(�HL/D), as schematically shown in Fig. 1, where HL is the
bath depth and D is the vessel diameter. One is called the
shallow-water wave type and the other is called the deep-
water wave type.2) The boundary between the two types of
swirl motions is located around an aspect ratio of the bath,
HL/D, of 0.3. The shallow-water wave type is affected by
the bottom wall as well as the side wall of the vessel. On
the other hand, the deep-water wave type is affected only by
the side wall of the vessel. Accordingly, the liquid in a bath
of HL/D greater than about 0.3 is much more easier to move
than that in a bath of HL/D smaller than about 0.3. The two
types of swirl motions are very similar to rotary sloshing8,9)

caused by oscillating a cylindrical bath in the horizontal or
vertical direction. 

The characteristics of the swirl motions have been inves-
tigated by many researchers, and, as a result, much infor-
mation is available.1–7) For example, the periods of the two
swirl motions were satisfactorily predicted by the periods of
the rotary sloshing of the shallow-water and deep-water
wave types, respectively. The occurrence condition for the
swirl motion, however, is not fully understood yet. 

A swirl motion of the deep-water wave type is of practi-
cal importance in steelmaking as well as wastewater treat-
ment.10,11) In this study particular attention was paid to the
occurrence condition for the swirl motion of the deep-water

wave type. Some empirical equations were proposed for
predicting the condition.

2. Experiment

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the experimental appara-
tus for water model experiments. The cylindrical test vessel
was made of transparent acrylic resin. Water and air were
used as the working fluids. Air was injected through a cen-
tered single-hole nozzle. The vessel diameter, D, was varied
from 80 to 390 mm. The inner diameter of the nozzle, dni,
was 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, and 5.0 mm. The test vessel was en-
closed with another vessel with a rectangular cross-section
made of the same transparent acrylic resin. The clearance
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Fig. 1. Classification of swirl motions of a bath agitated by bot-
tom gas injection.



between the rectangular vessel and the cylindrical vessel
was filled with water to avoid distortion of video images of
a swirl motion of the bath. Occurrence of a swirl motion of
the deep-water wave type was judged with a digital video
camera and by eye inspection. The measurements were re-
peated more than two times under every experimental con-
dition to determine the critical condition for the occurrence
of the swirl motion.

3. Prediction of Occurrence Conditions of Swirl 
Motion 

In a previous paper,12) the authors proposed some meth-
ods for predicting the occurrence condition of a swirl mo-
tion of a bath agitated by a bottom blown liquid jet. The
mechanism of the occurrence of the swirl motion of a bath
agitated by bottom gas injection seems to resemble that of a
bath agitated by a bottom blown liquid jet. Firstly, a brief
explanation will be given on the previously proposed pre-
diction methods for a bath agitated by a bottom blown liq-
uid jet.12) Secondly, some prediction methods will be pro-
posed for a bath agitated by bottom gas injection.

3.1 Preferable Occurrence Condition for Swirl Motion
of a Bath Agitated by Bottom Blown Liquid Jet

The boundary of the region in which a cylindrical bath
agitated by a bottom blown liquid jet exhibits a swirl mo-
tion can be correlated in terms of the aspect ratio, HL/D,
and the following modified Rossby number,13) Rom.

Rom�Q 2
L/(gd 2

nenD
3) ...........................(1)

where QL is the liquid flow rate, g is the acceleration due to
gravity, dnen is the inner nozzle diameter, and D is the vessel
diameter. This dimensionless number represents a ratio of
the inertial force of the injected liquid to the centrifugal
force acting on the liquid in the bath. Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample of the occurrence region of the swirl motion as a
function of the aspect ratio, HL/D, and the modified Rossby
number, Rom. The boundary is divided into four sub-bound-
aries, (1), (2), (3), and (4). A prediction method was given
on each sub-boundary in the previous paper.12) The same
methods will be applied to predicting the boundary of the
occurrence region of a swirl motion of a bath agitated by

bottom gas injection. 

3.2. Preferable Occurrence Condition for Swirl Mo-
tion of a Bath Agitated by Bottom Gas Injection

According to the previous water model experiments,2) the
boundary of the region in which a bath agitated by a bottom
gas injection exhibits a swirl motion can be correlated in
terms of the aspect ratio, HL/D, and the following modified
Weber number, We.

We�rLQg
2/(sD 3) ...........................(2)

where rL is the density of liquid, Qg is the gas flow rate, s
is the surface tension. This dimensionless number repre-
sents a ratio of the inertial force of bubbling jet to the sur-
face tension force acting on the meniscus. The boundary of
the occurrence region can be schematically shown in Fig. 4.
The boundary also seems to be divided into four sub-
boundaries, although the sub-boundary (4) cannot be clear-
ly identified at present. Discussion will be given on each
sub-boundary in the next section.

3.3. Prediction of Four Sub-boundaries

3.3.1. Sub-boundary (1)
According to the previous paper12) for a bath agitated by
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Fig. 2. Experimental apparatus. Fig. 3. Occurrence region of swirl motion in a bath agitated by
bottom liquid injection.

Fig. 4. Schematic of swirl motion appearing in a bath agitated by
bottom gas injection.



a liquid jet (see Fig. 5), a swirl motion around the sub-
boundary (1) occurs when an imaginary height of the ele-
vated bath surface, HLeB, caused by impingement of the liq-
uid jet exceeds a certain critical value. This condition can
be expressed for a bath agitated by bottom gas injection
(see Fig. 6):

HLeB/D�k1� ................................(3)

HLeB�[QLs/(pD 2/4)]2/(2g) ....................(4)

QLs�3.6uL,clb
2
u .............................(5)

uL,cl�k12(g 2Qg)
1/5 ...........................(6) 

bu�0.14HL ................................(7)

where k1� and k12 are constants, QLs is the liquid flow rate at
the bath surface,12,14–17) uL,cl is the centerline velocity of liq-
uid flow, bu is the half-value radius of the axial velocity dis-
tribution of the liquid flow, and HL is the bath depth. The
bubble dispersion region in the bath is called the bubbling
jet. The liquid flow was induced mainly by the buoyancy
force acting on bubbles in the bubbling jet. In Eq. (4)
QLs/(pD 2/4) means an imaginary cross-sectional mean ve-
locity induced by the bubbling jet on the bath surface.

Substitution of Eqs. (4) through (7) into Eq. (3) yields

HL/D�k1FrmD
�1/20 ............................(8)

FrmD�Qg
2/(gD 5) ............................(9)

where FrmD is a modified Froude number. The coefficient,
k1, can be determined by fitting Eq. (8) to the existing mea-
sured values for the sub-boundary (1) to give

k1�0.19 ................................(10)

Accordingly, the sub-boundary (1) is expressed by

HL/D�0.19FrmD
�1/20 ........................(11)

Under the present experimental conditions, Eq. (11) gives
HL/D of approximately 0.3 which corresponds to the
boundary between the shallow and deep baths. The validity
of Eq. (11) will be demonstrated in a later section.

3.3.2. Sub-boundary (2)
(1) Concerning a bath agitated by a bottom blown liq-

uid jet, a swirl motion appears when the pressure fluctua-
tion at the bath surface exceeds a certain critical value.12)

The same criterion is chosen for a bath agitated by bottom
gas injection.

rLg[QLs/(4pb2
u)]

2/(2g)/(rLgHL)�k2� ...........(12)

where k2� is a constant and rLgHL is the initial static pres-
sure on the bottom wall of the vessel. In Eq. (12)
[QLs/(4pb2

u)]
2/(2g) indicates the mean height of the elevated

bath surface.
Substitution of Eqs. (5) and (7) into Eq. (12) gives

HL/D�k2Fr1/5
mD ...........................(13)

The sub-boundary (3) is expressed by

HL/D�k2Fr1/5
mD ...........................(14)

Equation (14) reduces to

HL�k2(Q 2
g/g)1/5 ..........................(15)

This equation states that the critical bath depth is not de-
pendent on the vessel diameter, D. However, the critical
bath depth is actually dependent on D, and hence, Eq. (14)
is not adequate, as suggested from Fig. 7. The measured
values are reproduced from the previous paper.2) The solid
lines denote calculated values from Eq. (18) shown below.

(2) Correlation based on modified Weber number: In
the previous paper2) we proposed the following empirical
equation for the sub-boundary (2) for a bath agitated by
bottom gas injection.
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Fig. 5. Elevated surface of a bath agitated by bottom liquid in-
jection.

Fig. 6. Elevated surface of a bath agitated by bottom gas injec-
tion.

Fig. 7. Critical bath depth for sub-boundary (2) in a bath agitat-
ed by bottom gas injection (water–air system, solid line:
Eq. (18)).



log(HL/D)�0.05�1.35(X�6)/[exp(X�5)] ......(16)

X�log We ...............................(17)

This equation is known to be a good approximation for the
sub-boundary (2). However, it is rather complicated, and ac-
cordingly, the following equation is newly derived.

HL/D�(1�0.3X)1/2 .......................(18)

Equation (18) can approximate Eq. (16) within deviation of
�5%.

3.3.3. Sub-boundary (3)
A prediction method for the sub-boundary (3) will be

rewritten in the following for a better understanding of this
sub-boundary. We assume that the swirl motion ceases
when the diameter of the jet on the bath surface, Djet, ex-
ceeds a certain critical value (see Fig. 5).12,18)

Djet/D�k�3 ...............................(19) 

where k�3 is a constant. The diameter of the jet, Djet, is de-
fined as

Djet�4bu ................................(20)

where bu is the half-value radius expressed by Eq. (7). The
previous study15) revealed that the sub-boundary (3) is ex-
pressed by 

Djet/D�0.61 .............................(21)

If Eq. (21) is valid in the present case, the sub-boundary (3)
is expressed by

HL/D�1.06 .............................(22)

3.3.4. Sub-boundary (4)
By referring to the discussion on the sub-boundary (4) in

a bath agitated by bottom liquid injection,12) the following
first two methods will be proposed for a bath agitated by
bottom gas injection.

(1) A swirl motion is assumed to cease when the iner-
tial force of the injected gas, Fi, becomes greater than a cer-
tain critical value.

Fi/WLB�k�41 .............................(23)

Fi�rgQg
2/(pd 2

ni/4) ........................(24)

WLB�rLgHLpD 2/4 .......................(25)

where WLB is the weight of the liquid in the bath and k�41 is
a constant. Substitution of Eqs. (24) and (25) into Eq. (23)
yields

HL/D	k41rgQ
2
g/(rLgd 2

niD
3) .................(26)

where k41 is a constant. The sub-boundary (4) is expressed
by

HL/D�k41rgQ
2
g/(rLgd 2

niD
3) .................(27)

This equation is not valid, although the evidence is not
shown in this paper.

(2) We assume that the swirl motion ceases when the
height of the locally elevated interface exceeds a certain
critical value.12)

[QLs/(4pb2
u)]

2/(2g)/D�k�42 ..................(28)

where k�42 is a constant. Equation (28) reduces to

Qg
2/(gD 5)�k42 ........................... (29)

The sub-boundary (4) is expressed by

Qg
2/(gD 5)�k42 ............................(30)

where k42 is a constant. This equation also was not ade-
quate. Therefore, we will propose another type of predic-
tion method in the following.

(3) Correlation based on the penetration depth of in-
jected gas: For top and side gas injection through a lance
the penetration depth in the bath is expressed as a function
of the inner nozzle diameter, dni, and another type of modi-
fied Froude number,19,20) Frm.

Frm�rgQg
2/(rLgd 5

ni) .......................(31)

The penetration depth is a measure of the position to which
an effect of the inertial force of injected gas reaches.
Concerning a bottom blown bubbling jet, the penetration
depth is not clearly identified but the following length scale
is used to show the region in which the inertial force of in-
jected gas plays an essential role.21,22)

z0�5.0dniFrm
0.30 ...........................(32)

where z0 is the axial position at which gas holdup is 50%.
We assume that a swirl motion ceases when the following
condition is satisfied.

z0/HL�k�43 ............................. ( 33)

where k�43 is a constant. This relationship states that the
sub-boundary (4) is expressed by

HL/D�k43[rgQg
2/(rLg)]0.30/(Ddni

0.5) ............(34)

where k43 is a constant. The adequacy of Eq. (34) will be
shown later.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. Sub-boundary (1) 

Some experimental results on the sub-boundary (1) are
available in literature. The present authors previously re-
ported that the sub-boundary (1) is given by

HL/D�0.3 ..............................(35)

This value of 0.3 agrees with the boundary between the
shallow and deep baths.8,9) Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate that
the sub-boundary (1) appears to be more precisely predict-
ed by Eq. (11) than Eq. (35).

4.2. Sub-boundary (2) 

The adequacy of Eq. (16) for the sub-boundary (2) was
already confirmed.2) Accordingly, only Eq. (18) was com-
pared with the measured values in Figs. 7 through 9.
Equation (18) can satisfactorily approximate the measured
values.

4.3. Sub-boundary (3) 

The sub-boundary (3) appears at a gas flow rate much
higher than the maximum gas flow rate shown in Figs. 8
and 9. Further information is available in the previous
paper.15)
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4.4. Sub-boundary (4) 

The aspect ratio showing the sub-boundary (4) was mea-
sured for vessels of D�120 mm and 200 mm. The mea-
sured values of the critical aspect ratio are shown against
gas flow rate in Fig. 10. The sub-boundary (4) is dependent
on the gas flow rate, Qg, inner diameter of the nozzle, dni,
and the inner diameter of the vessel, D. Figure 11 shows
that the measured values of HL/D are satisfactorily 
correlated with [rgQg

2/(rLg)]0.30/(Ddni
0.5). Accordingly, the

following empirical equation was derived.

HL/D�3.4[rgQg
2/(rLg)]0.30/(Ddni

0.5) ...........(36)

5. Conclusions

The critical condition for the occurrence of a swirl mo-
tion of the deep-water wave type in a bath agitated by bot-
tom gas injection was experimentally investigated. The
boundary of the preferable occurrence region of the swirl
motion was divided into four sub-boundaries. The follow-
ing empirical equations were proposed.

(1) Sub-boundary (1)

HL/D�0.19 FrmD
�1/20 .......................(11)

(2) Sub-boundary (2)

HL/D�(1�0.3 log We)1/2 ...................(18)

(3) Sub-boundary (3)

HL/D�1.06 .............................(22)

(4) Sub-boundary (4)

HL/D�3.4[rgQg
2/(rLg)]0.30/(Ddni

0.5) ............(36)

Nomenclature

As : Aspect ratio (�)
bu : Half-value radius of liquid jet (mm)
D : Vessel diameter (mm)

Djet : Diameter of jet on the bath surface (mm)
dni, dnen : Inner nozzle diameter (mm)

Fi : Inertial force of injected gas (N)
g : Gravitational acceleration (cm/s2)

HL : Bath depth (mm)
HLeB : Height of elevated bath surface (mm)

Qg : Injected gas flow rate (cm3/s)
QL : Injected liquid flow rate (cm3/s)

QLs : Liquid flow rate on the bath surface (cm3/s)
Rom : Modified Rossby number (�)
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Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted with measured values showing
the sub-boundaries (1) and (2) for D�150 mm and
dni�2 mm (broken line: Eq. (11), solid line: Eq. (18)).

Fig. 9. Comparison of predicted with measured values showing
the sub-boundaries (1) and (2) for D�200 mm and
dni�2 mm (broken line: Eq. (11), solid line: Eq. (18)).

Fig. 10. Critical bath depth for sub-boundary (4) in a bath agitat-
ed by bottom gas injection.

Fig. 11. Correlation of sub-boundary (4) in a bath agitated by
bottom gas injection (solid line: Eq. (36)).



We : Modified Weber number (�)
WLB : Weight of liquid in bath (N)

r g : Density of gas (kg/m3)
r L : Density of liquid (kg/m3)
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